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Financial Support for student mobility 
 
 

1. Erasmus+ or University of Luxembourg’s Mobility Fund (monthly rates WS 2021/22 in Euro) 
 

 
Erasmus+ 
(all study 

programme) 

UL Mobility 
Fund 

(Bachelor) 
Countries / Cities 

Group 1 470 400 Denmark, Ireland, Iceland, Finland, Sweden, 
United Kingdom, Liechtenstein, Norway 

Group 2 420 300 
Austria, Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, 

Greece, Spain, Cyprus, Netherlands, Malta, 
Portugal 

Group 3 420 300 

Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, Romania, 

Slovakia, Slovenia, Republic of North 
Macedonia, Turkey, Serbia 

Outside Europe 
(except Global Exchange 

Programme) 
0 400  

Global Exchange 
Programme           0 

 
 

1000 
 

 

 

Mobility of proximity 0 0 
Nancy, Metz, Longwy, Trier, Saarbrücken, 

Birkenfeld, Arlon, Libramont, Virton 

 
Special case SEMP: Switzerland is an inter-institutional partner with which student exchanges are possible 
under the Swiss-European Mobility Programme. As a result, a mobility in a Swiss partner institution will be 
financed by the latter.  
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2. Funding rules for an Erasmus+ mobility grant 

 
- The Erasmus+ grant is awarded for a maximum of one Semester. 
- The actual mobility period of the student must be of minimum 90 days (face-to-face teaching 

and virtual period(s) combined, if applicable); in the event of non-compliance, the grant must 
be reimbursed in full. 

- If the mobility includes virtual period(s), the Erasmus+ grant is awarded only for the actual 
period spent abroad. 

- The periods of face-to-face teaching and/or virtual activities will be confirmed by the end of 
stay certificate signed by the host university. 

- In the case of virtual period(s), supporting documents proving presence abroad will be 
requested. 

- The Erasmus+ grant cannot be cumulated with a Mobility Fund grant for the same mobility; 
- Residence clause: any student undertaking a mobility in his or her home country does not 

receive an Erasmus+ grant if he or she is not temporarily resident in another country at the time 
of application. 

- In the event of refusal or cancellation by the student of an Erasmus+ place awarded, the student 
will no longer be eligible for Erasmus+ or Mobility Fund funding for the academic year 
concerned. 

 
Payment: Payment of the grant is subject to the conditions stipulated in the mobility contract that 
the student signs before departure. The Erasmus+ grant is paid in two instalments:  
- 75% at the beginning of the stay 
- At the end of the stay the remaining amount, recalculated on the basis of the actual dates of stay 
and subject to the submission of the required documents (if applicable, proof of presence abroad). 
Students must ensure that their bank details are up to date at the guichet étudiant at the time of 
payment. 
 

3. Funding rules for a UL Mobility Fund scholarship within the framework of the Global Exchange 
Programme or for Free movers 

 
- The Mobility Fund is aimed at Bachelor students who do not have Erasmus+ status. 
-  The actual mobility period of the student must be of minimum 90 days (face-to-face teaching 

and virtual period(s) combined, if applicable); in the event of non-compliance, the grant must 
be reimbursed in full. 

- In the case of an entirely virtual mobility, the UL Mobility Fund cannot be awarded. 
- If the mobility includes, in addition to the period of face-to-face teaching, virtual period(s), the 

Mobility Fund grant is awarded only for the actual period spent abroad. 
- The periods of face-to-face teaching and/or virtual activities will be confirmed by the end of stay 

certificate signed by the host university. 
- In the case of virtual period(s), supporting documents proving presence abroad will be 

requested. 
- It is possible to receive more than one Mobility Fund grant, if they are organised over different 

periods and in different institutions. 
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- The Mobility Fund grant is awarded for one semester per type of mobility. If the total 

consecutive duration of the stay abroad is longer, the Mobility Fund grant will cover only the 
first period of mobility. 

- The Mobility Fund grant cannot be cumulated with an Erasmus+ grant for the same mobility. 
- In case of cancellation of an Erasmus+ or Global Exchange mobility by the student, the student 

will not be eligible for a Mobility Fund grant for the academic year concerned. 
 

Payment : Payment of the grant is subject to the conditions stipulated in the mobility contract that 
the student signs before departure.  
In the framework of a Global Exchange Programme mobility, the Mobility Fund grant is paid at the 
beginning of the stay, after receipt of the certificate of arrival.  
In the case of a Free mover mobility, the Mobility Fund grant is paid on the student's return, after 
receipt of the required documents.  
Students must ensure that their bank details are up to date at the guichet étudiant at the time of 
payment. 
 

For your information: This funding is managed by the University of Luxembourg and is to be dissociated 
from State-funded aids. If you would like to have information about financial aid from the government, 

please contact CEDIES, www.cedies.lu 

http://www.cedies.lu/
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